
MonMoiBeauté by IEVA, a subscription service available in 3 different versions,  
the Essentiel, Expert, and Unique, goes even further to offer its subscribers  

the freedom to choose and the freedom to change.  
 

The 100% smart beauty subscription  
moves towards more freedom for even  

more personalization

L’abonnement beauté 100% connecté  
évolue vers plus de liberté pour encore  

plus de personnalisation

Because everyone is unique, free to choose, free to change, free to do 
what they like when they like... IEVA puts all its technological know-how 
and the best partner cosmetic brands at the service of all women’s beauty.

Starting from February 15, MonMoiBeauté by IEVA offers a new feature 
to meet its subscribers’ need for freedom.

Why? To adapt your subscription to your budget and your desires  
of the moment, to enjoy even more personalized and made-to-measure 
services at home, every month. Switching from MonMoiBeauté Unique  
to Expert or pampering yourself with the Unique subscription option 
instead of the Essentiel in the month of your birthday for extra pleasure,  
is now possible.

What if the real “made-to-measure” was being able to change your MonMoiBeauté whenever you want?

Live your beauty in complete freedom!

 Each customer will 
have the opportunity 

to change their 
subscription option  

at any time  
and for free,  

with just one click.
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MonMoiBeauté by IEVA,
What is it? 
Every month, MonMoiBeauté by IEVA offers a selection of full-size, 

personalized products, according to the most advanced patented 

skin and hair diagnosis on the market.

It is the only subscription that offers full-size products scientifically 

made for you, thanks to dermo-cosmetic expertise and Artificial 
Intelligence. 
It is without obligation and now completely flexible between  

its various solutions.

 

A service
ultra-
personalized
thanks to the 
Appli IEVA

 

The secret of an effective beauty routine is also linked  

to external factors such as pollution, humidity, temperature,  

UV rays, etc. This is why the Expert and Unique solutions  

go further by providing a diagnosis of the environmental 
stress surrounding us.  

 

For the 3rd month of your MonMoiBeauté subscription,  

you will get Twin.C, the smart piece of jewelry by IEVA,  

which measures all these valuable data. It generates an 

ongoing environmental diagnosis to build a Beauty Routine 
that is able to protect your skin and hair from the harmful 

effects of your environment.

 
MonMoiBeauté by IEVA is a real beauty and well-being 

partner that offers daily beauty, well-being, and nutrition 

advice and recommendations thanks to numerous articles  

and videos made in collaboration with experts and published  

in its IEVA mobile application.



Here are the 3 MonMoiBeauté by IEVA subscription options for all lifestyles  
and all budgets that allow you to save 60% on your Beauty Routine. 

L’Essentiel 37,90€/month 

                    Products
 
Skincare               Haircare
 

L’Expert 69,90€/month 

                    Products 

Skincare             Haircare

For the 3rd month  
of subscription,  
IEVA’s Twin.C 
is yours for free

L’Unique 89,90€/month 

                  Products  
 
Skincare                 Haircare

 

dont le soin personnalisé  
« Ma Crème d’IOMA»

For the 3rd month  
of subscription,  
IEVA’s Twin.C 
is yours for free

MonMoiBeauté is available on ieva.io and in the Atelier du Sourcil’s stores
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Freedom.  
Made to measure. 
Flexibility 

MonMoiBeauté by IEVA
How does it work?  
1. Download the IEVA application on the App Store or get it on Google Play.

2. Make your skin diagnosis thanks to the kit made up of dermatological  
 patches. In just a few minutes, your skin’s real age, its main needs,  
 its characteristics and your hair type will be revealed.

3. MonMoiBeauté by IEVA selects the products according to the results  
 of your diagnosis to build the basis of your beauty routine.

4. Every month, new treatments are offered to complete your routine  
 or replace the products that you have used up.


